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Abstract. This paper introduces a benchmark of various object detectors with vari-
ous edge-aware filtering applications as the preprocessing methods. Traffic scenes often
have various environments; thus image preprocessing is necessary to obtain good object
detectors. We apply tone adjustment, L0 smoothing and detail manipulation as the pre-
processing with state-of-the-art deep edge aware filtering methods. We utilize three object
detectors: Free Anchor, Guided Authoring, and NAS-FPN (Neural Architecture Search
– Feature Pyramid Network). Experimental results show that the edge-aware filtering ap-
plication is helpful for the object detector when the input image quality is not standard.
For future work, we expect to compare more methods and preprocessing methods.
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1. Introduction. Object detection has gained attention from industry and academia
due to its wide range of applications, such as traffic surveillance, monitoring, and robotic.
For the past few years, the state-of-the-art object detectors have achieved the significant
performance due to the development of deep learning technologies [1, 2, 3]. Most object
detectors are trained in general dataset with many object categories, but there are also
object detectors that focus on specific object category, such as pedestrian detection, ve-
hicle detection, and face detection, to improve the accuracy even though the same object
category also exists in the general object detector dataset. For example, the car object
is included in both MS COCO dataset [4] and UA-DETRAC dataset [5]. As most devel-
opers could not produce a new dataset with large number of images, it is interesting to
analyze how the performance of pre-trained model on general object detector dataset on
the specific object detector dataset.

Edge-aware filtering is important to various image processing applications, such as de-
tail manipulation [6], tonal adjustment [7], and L0 smoothing [8], to preserve the major
image structures. In addition, those edge-aware filtering applications can be used as the
preprocessing of the input image of object detector methods. Note that it is necessary to
have input image with a good quality for deep object detection. Li et al. have performed
a benchmark for dehazing methods in order to improve the performance of object detec-
tion [9]. As traffic scene is often to have low quality of image, it is interesting to apply
various image processing enhancement to seeing the refinement of each object detector.
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In this paper, we perform a benchmark evaluation between state-of-the-art detectors on
the traffic scene object detection dataset. We also perform experiment based on analysis
of what kind of object detector is more suitable on the traffic scene. In addition, we
also apply various edge-aware filtering application as the preprocessing method for object
detection and analyze the performance. Experimental results show the performance of
edge-aware filtering applications on various use-cases.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Integration framework of edge-aware filtering application and object detection;
• Analysis of the usage of edge-aware filtering to improve object detection performance
for traffic scenes;

• Exhaustive benchmarking of various integration scenarios.

The next section will discuss about related works for both methods of edge-aware filter-
ing applications and object detector. The third section describes the proposed secnarios of
this research and experimental results are provided in the subsequent section. Conclusions
are given in the last section.

2. Related Works. This paper focuses on analyzing the effect of edge-aware filtering
applications on object detectors. Thus, we select the representative methods for each
edge-aware filtering and object detector.

2.1. Edge-aware filtering. Edge-aware filtering can be categorized into two groups:
local filter based approaches and optimization based approaches. The local filter based
approaches [10] utilize the information of pixels inside a local filter to assign a new value
to a pixel. On the other hand, the optimization based approaches [8] solve an objective
function that is set based on the need. Recently, deep learning based approaches have
been introduced to solve the optimization function in more efficient way [11].

2.2. Object detection. Object detection methods can be categorized into two groups:
two-stage pipeline and single-stage pipeline. Two-stage pipeline firstly generates the re-
gion proposals and the regress the bounding box coordinates at the second stage [12]. On
the other hand, the single-stage pipeline predicts the bounding box directly without any
region proposal [13]. While the single-stage pipeline depends on the predefined anchors,
there are some works that focus on anchor-free methods [3].

3. Proposed Scenarios. In this paper, we analyze the performance of object detector
methods on traffic scenes. In addition, a preprocessing method is applied to the input
image. The preprocessing method is based on edge-aware filtering application. Figure 1
shows the overview framework of the proposed scenarios. The proposed scenario consists
of three main steps: edge-aware filtering, preprocessing, and object detector.
In edge-aware filtering phase, we select 1 out of 6 available methods. We utilize various

deep guided filter methods proposed by Wu et al. [11]. The first option is no filtering
(represented by None in this paper) which means that there is no preprocessing applied
to the input image. The second option is Guided Filter (GF) [10] which is a non-deep
learning edge-aware filtering method. It is one of the most representative methods in
edge-aware filtering domain. While the original guided filter is not differentiable, the
Deep Guided Filter (DGF) reformulates the guided filter so that it can be differentiable.
The fourth option is the Deep Guided Filter Advanced (DGFA) which is a deep guided
filter added by a task-specific guidance map in order to add task related computation.
A single guided filter layer tends to fail on complex task and scene; thus there is the
modification of the guided filtering layer using the convolutional layer. The modification
results in the fifth and sixth options, which are Deep Convolutional Guided Filter (DCGF)
and Deep Convolutional Guided Filter Advance (DCGFA). In this paper, we employ those
six edge-aware filtering options as part of the image preprocessing phase.
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed benchmark scenarios. The input
image is processed by selecting each method on each step. The proposed
scenarios are built in order to evaluate the effect of edge-aware filtering
application on the performance of object detectors.

In preprocesing phase, we select 1 out of 3 available methods, which are tonal adjust-
ment [7], L0 smoothing [8], and detail manipulation [6]. The preprocessing phase has been
trained together with the deep guided filter work [11] using the ground truth of the rep-
resentative works in each application. The tonal adjustment is done to retouch the input
image in more aesthetic way. Note that the ground truth is labeled by human experts. L0

smoothing removes the minor edge while performs sharpening to the major edge in the
image. Finally, the detail manipulation boosts the features by multiple scales in order to
magnify the edges. In this paper, we analyze the effect of each image processing method
on the object detector.

In the object detector phase, we select 1 out of 3 available methods, which are NAS-
FPN [1], Guided Anchoring (GA) [2], and Free Anchor (FA) [3]. Note that we utilize the
same framework (RetinaNet-50 [13]) for all methods. NAS-FPN applies neural architec-
ture search to finding the best architecture design for the pyramid feature network. While
NAS-FPN focuses on refining the extracted features, guided anchoring and free anchor
focus on setting up the anchor of the bounding box. Guided Anchoring (GA) utilizes
the semantic features which are benefit to guide the anchor; thus it results in the center
position of the box, together with the scale and the aspect ratio of the bounding box. Free
anchor also optimizes the anchor selection for object detection. Instead of using hand-
crafted anchor assignment, it formulates the detector learning as a maximum likehood
estimation process which results in a bag of anchor for each possible object. In this pa-
per, we analyze the performance of each object detector together with the preprocessing
methods.

4. Experimental Results. This paper employs MM Detection Toolbox and Bench-
mark [14] which contains state-of-the-art object detectors. Note that the object detector
methods in the toolbox has been trained using the same dataset, which is MS COCO [4].
The MS COCO dataset contains up to 80 general object categories labeled for object
detection and instance segmentation. As we focus on the traffic scene object detection,
we utilize UA-DETRAC object detection dataset which captured various traffic scenes
from video surveillance [5]. The UA-DETRAC dataset consists of various vehicle cate-
gories, such as SUV, Sedan, and Bus. Note that we do not perform fine tuning process
to UA-DETRAC dataset; thus the domain between the training and testing dataset is
different. As the object categories are different between both datasets, we simplify the
vehicle related object categories in both UA-DETRAC and MS COCO dataset into one
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object category. In addition, we also remove the detected objects that are in the ignored
regions of UA-DETRAC dataset. Note that UA-DETRAC is designed for vehicle track-
ing problem; thus there are lots of repetitive frames. Thus, we sample the testing set by
taking the first frame for each 100 frames. Thus, we can reduce the similar scenes and
focus on the object detection performance.
Table 1 shows the mean-Average Precision (mAP) comparison between each object de-

tector and the edge-aware filtering applications on the UA-DETRAC testing dataset. In
overall, the edge-aware filtering application does not improve the performance of object
detectors. Note that UA-DETRAC testing dataset consists of various traffic scenes: day-
time, nighttime, crowded scene. Thus, each application might not work well for all con-
ditions.

Table 1. Benchmark of object detection methods with edge-aware filtering
applications (mAP)

None GF DGF DGFA DCFG DCFGA
Free Anchor + Tonal Adjustment 0.783 0.767 0.774 0.768 0.776 0.775
Free Anchor + L0 Smoothing 0.783 0.774 0.774 0.774 0.770 0.772
Free Anchor + Detail Manipulation 0.783 0.782 0.781 0.773 0.780 0.780
NAS-FPN + Tonal Adjustment 0.607 0.587 0.601 0.596 0.589 0.592
NAS-FPN + L0 Smoothing 0.607 0.597 0.599 0.595 0.599 0.598
NAS-FPN + Detail Manipulation 0.607 0.592 0.594 0.589 0.588 0.593
Guided Anchoring + Tonal Adjustment 0.694 0.671 0.675 0.669 0.687 0.675
Guided Anchoring + L0 Smoothing 0.694 0.677 0.680 0.676 0.677 0.679
Guided Anchoring + Detail Manipulation 0.694 0.688 0.686 0.668 0.683 0.674

Table 2. Benchmark of object detection methods with edge-aware filtering
applications (mAP) on MVI 40775 dataset

None GF DGF DGFA DCFG DCFGA
Free Anchor + Tonal Adjustment 0.804 0.800 0.785 0.802 0.809 0.811
Free Anchor + L0 Smoothing 0.804 0.786 0.786 0.777 0.795 0.794
Free Anchor + Detail Manipulation 0.804 0.787 0.811 0.812 0.778 0.804
NAS-FPN + Tonal Adjustment 0.682 0.707 0.715 0.674 0.691 0.699
NAS-FPN + L0 Smoothing 0.682 0.666 0.699 0.691 0.682 0.691
NAS-FPN + Detail Manipulation 0.682 0.707 0.697 0.666 0.650 0.674
Guided Anchoring + Tonal Adjustment 0.707 0.699 0.699 0.682 0.764 0.723
Guided Anchoring + L0 Smoothing 0.707 0.631 0.650 0.642 0.658 0.650
Guided Anchoring + Detail Manipulation 0.707 0.739 0.755 0.674 0.739 0.682

Table 3. Benchmark of object detection methods with edge-aware filtering
applications (mAP) on MVI 40743 dataset

None GF DGF DGFA DCFG DCFGA
Free Anchor + Tonal Adjustment 0.851 0.859 0.851 0.832 0.871 0.859
Free Anchor + L0 Smoothing 0.851 0.859 0.858 0.866 0.858 0.858
Free Anchor + Detail Manipulation 0.851 0.846 0.850 0.849 0.849 0.850
NAS-FPN + Tonal Adjustment 0.767 0.767 0.787 0.768 0.774 0.774
NAS-FPN + L0 Smoothing 0.767 0.767 0.767 0.807 0.761 0.767
NAS-FPN + Detail Manipulation 0.767 0.774 0.773 0.788 0.767 0.787
Guided Anchoring + Tonal Adjustment 0.822 0.810 0.788 0.812 0.815 0.817
Guided Anchoring + L0 Smoothing 0.822 0.827 0.808 0.829 0.801 0.815
Guided Anchoring + Detail Manipulation 0.822 0.801 0.820 0.804 0.803 0.815
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To perform better analysis, we do the evaluation on several various specific conditions.
Tables 2 and 3 show the mAP of specific data in UA-DETRAC dataset, which are
MVI 40775 and MVI 40743. Both data are captured at night which have lack of texture
and detail. With those data, we want to ensure that the edge-aware filtering application
can improve the object detection performance by adjusting the tonal and manipulating
the detail. It is clear that the L0 smoothing could not refine the performance of object
detector, but both tonal adjustment and detail manipulation are able to increase the mAP
metric. Though there is no consistent performance of each edge-aware filtering method,
it shows that the edge-aware filtering can improve the magnitude of the details, resulting
in better precision.

Figure 2 shows the qualitative comparison of MV 40755 dataset with GA object detec-
tor. It shows that the edge-aware filtering operators help the object detector to detect
missing objects that are not detected without any preprocessing method applied.

Figure 2. Qualitative comparison of GA object detector with edge-aware
filtering applications on MV 40755 dataset. First column: Tonal adjust-
ment; Second column: L0 smoothing; Third column: Detail manipulation.
First row: None; Second row: GF; Third row: DGF; Fourth row: DGFA;
Fifth row: DCGF; Sixth row: DCGFA.
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To analyze the performance of the object detectors with detail manipulation on low
quality image, we downsample the image by 4 and then upsample again to the original
size. Thus, the detail in the input image is missing. Table 4 and Figure 3 show the
quantitative and qualitative comparison of UA-DETRAC dataset. It shows that the detail
manipulation processing helps the object detector to detect more objects. However, the

Table 4. Benchmark of object detection methods with detail manipulation
application on low-resolution UA-DETRAC dataset

None GF DGF DGFA DCFG DCFGA
Free Anchor + Detail Manipulation 0.641 0.682 0.686 0.652 0.685 0.663
NAS-FPN + Detail Manipulation 0.477 0.466 0.468 0.475 0.458 0.465
Guided Anchoring + Detail Manipulation 0.497 0.512 0.514 0.491 0.512 0.495

Figure 3. Qualitative comparison of various object detectors with detail
manipulation on low quality MV 40711 dataset. First column: NAS; Second
column: GA; Third column: FA. First row: None; Second row: GF; Third
row: DGF; Fourth row: DGFA; Fifth row: DCGF; Sixth row: DCGFA.
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final result still depends on the object detector type. Detail manipulation is suitable with
free anchor and guided anchoring, but it does not refine the performance of NAS-FPN.

5. Conclusions. This paper performed a benchmark of various object detectors with
various edge-aware filtering based image preprocessing on traffic scenes. We utilized
state-of-the-art object detectors trained with neural architecture search, guided anchor,
and free anchor. In addition, we applied state-of-the-art deep guided filter image which
could be adapted with tonal adjustment, L0 smoothing, or detail manipulation. Experi-
mental results showed that the edge-aware filtering methods were not suitable for general
condition, but it helped the object detectors in extreme condition, such as nighttime and
low resolution.
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